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About This Content

Organ Trail: Director's Cut Original Soundtrack

22 tracks including 2 bonus tracks not used in the game.

Written and Produced by Ben Crossbones.
Artwork by Benn Marion.

You can find more music from Ben Crossbones here http://bencrossbones.bandcamp.com/.

The 320kbps mp3 files will be placed in your Organ Trail: Director's Cut folder in the Steam Directory:
...\Steam\SteamApps\common\OrganTrailDC (Right click Octodad Dadliest Catch in the Games list -> Properties ->Local Files

-> Browse Local Files).
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This games 1 ov the classics! Defo worth price. speacily if u a big fan ov old blitz, sudden strikes and cossacks games. 1 ov best
RTS developers ever in my opinion and they need to keep bringing out games like they use to!!! lol. Amazing graphics.
Amazing music. Very good sound effects. Great overall atmosphere. Appalling voice acting. Minimal storytelling, and virtually
non-existent gameplay. And, perhaps worst of all, NO FRICKING FLASHLIGHT...

  In Lex Mortis, you play a mentally-challenged young man who felt the urge to leave an island community because he couldn't
quite "fit in", and it's no surprise considering he's so unresourceful that he insists upon searching abandoned houses in near-
darkness whilst never picking up any of the numerous, functioning light sources scattered throughout their rooms. Being a
slightly backward and childlike individual, he also likes to run at ridiculous speeds when he is out in the sunshine, and crawl
about at snail-like speeds when indoors after dark (my guess is he scares easy). He also doesn't speak - correction: MUMBLE -
very good English, in spite of the fact that it appears to be his first language. Well, I'm assuming it's his first language, because
most people don't tend to talk to themselves in a SECOND language they're only semi-fluent in...DO THEY?!

  This game has soooooo much potential, and I would have so much hope for it if only the words "Early Access" appeared on the
Store page. But alas...it would appear to be allegedly "finished", and updates are seemingly few and far between, so not much is
liable to change between now and the end of Eternity. For the time being, I'll officially declare it my "Number One Tech Demo
of 2015", and maybe check it out again in several months in the hope that it evolves into a fully-fledged "game". So near, yet so
far...near to WHAT, exactly, I don't quite know, but I'd sure love to play it once the devs sort
their\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out...

Verdict: 6.5\/10.. Basically everyone's mad because this is a better Montaro clone.

Could've had more anime biches tbh, nothin wrong with more anime tiddie imho. This game would be awesome...if it wasn't
one of the worst ports i've ever played. I liked the game to the point that I toughed it out through most of the bugs and found
ways around it...but i've finally hit a wall to where the game is unbeatable because of a bug and there is no way around it.

Besides the literal game breaking bug, there are visual glitches, audio glitches, the game will crash on you if you do not have it
on the right settings and even then it still will crash on you just not as frequently. Playing it on the keyboard is almost
impossible, in fact for some reason or another certain functions just wouldn't work with the keyboard, had to use a controller to
get the camera to turn.

it takes a lot to make me this mad at a game to the point of writting a bad review, but I dont' want other people to be disapointed
like I was. Find another way to play it if you really want to, but do not get it on the PC.

Sorry for any poorly spelled words but honestly, I don't fill like running this through word first. *shrug*

. Do not play it unless you get paid for it.. Spy is broken, but everything else is nice.. Let me start of by saying that this review
*CONTAINS SPOILERS*!!! If you don't want to be spoiled of the ending and other several things, click away!

I personally enjoyed this game quite a lot. However, when judging it objectively I cannot really say with honesty that I would
recommend it to other people. The (old\/first) trailer did a really good job in filling me with immense hype about buying this
game. After reading some of the reviews I decided to buy it myself. While the game does indeed offer some of the things that
the trailer promised it would, it left me with many more things to be desired and a huge turn-off. All in all, here's a simplified
explanation of my experience playing it;

I'll start with the positive things. The story was good at the start. You play as James Sachs, a detective who has been called out to
fill in the gaps on some investigations regarding really bizarre murders. The mystery element, tension, scares, atmosphere,
ambiance and many more positive things were there, including the whole feeling of actually being a detective in an actual crime
scene. Some of the voice acting was good as well (I loved the voice actor of our protagonist). The game does a good job at
immersing the player during the first hour (give or take some minutes depending on the player).

It does, however, come with an overwhelming number of negative aspects which unfortunately overpower all the good things
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that this game offers to the player. To name a few;

- I encountered a lot of bugs and incomplete level design. More than I would like to admit. Bugs regarding Sound are also there,
with people talking way too loudly sometimes and then suddenly sound like they are talking through a tunnel.

- The whole sound aspect. It could have been a lot better, less buggy, and more optimized. For instance, I turned all of its
settings to maximum. Sometimes I could barely feel the impact on the people, but then when an explosion happened it felt as if
the settings had suddenly be optimized to "x1000 times stronger than what the game allows" as maximum.

- The game crashed twice on me when I was already ~2 hours into it, meaning I had to go through the start 2 more times and
reach the point in which I was. When I DID save there, the game bugged (I could not jump, I could not interract with any
objects or elements, I could not talk to people), forcing me to play from the beggining one more time.

- The jump mechanic, all the objects' interraction with the player and the environment, the complete lack of a UI, an Auto-Save
feature or an Inventory, the bad dialogues and the grammatically incorrect voice overs\/texts, the ending... All of these were
godawful and they played a big part in completely breaking my immersion. All of the excitement which I felt while playing was
quickly turned into frustration when I tried to rotate objects. All the curiosity about unfolding the game's mystery was shattered
and turned into a slight anger when I was forced to start the investigation all over again because of a mistake. Especially the
ending - I bought this game expecting to solve puzzles, murders, police cases, crime-scenes. Not to play a severly downgraded
version of a Call of Duty scenario. At end, our detective literally transforms into a vigilante.

- Bad later story development. The game just leaves you with too many questions that are never answered and a feeling of an
incomplete, horribly-written story. For instance, what was James's actual illness? What happened to his wife? How was he
allowed to work for the Police as a Detective when he has documents and history of being in a mental assylum institute? Why
are the souls of the victims wishing him the worst (in his head)? How on Earth does James single-handedly kill 100 armed thugs
with automatic rifles when he has such little experience with using weapons? Why is the hospital at the end so empty of
everything (staff, other patients, police officers, secretaries, you name it)? And what kind of an ambitious, powerful man sends
100+ thugs in order to kill 3 people?

All in all, this game had HUGE potential in my opinion. The scenario(s), the idea behind it all was marvellous. Unfortunatly, its
execution failed by a long-shot to keep up with it and compliment it. However, I am not yet giving up on its Developers and I
hope to see more (well-made!) stuff from them in the future.. giff me item
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I played this game a lot while it was in it's demo version, and i'm pleased to say that everything great about the demo is now in
the full version, and then some!

If you enjoy the classic RPGs, then this is definitely a game for you. It brings back many memories of playing those for me, and
also includes some elements from more modern games to help mix things up. The story features multiple branches and so you're
almost guaranteed to find something new each time you play.

I personally haven't come across any bugs yet, but I know the developer is working very hard on fixing any that appear along
with adding new content. He is also very good at giving out updates and letting people know what is going on, which just shows
his level of commitment to the game.

I was very excited to get playing the release version, and i'm very happy to say that it has not disappointed. If you're looking for
and RPG to play, or an indie game in general, then this is one that should be in your library!. This is a good game if you like to
chill and solve puzzles.. All i have to say is that the graphics does not make the game! Keep up the good work, Awesome game..
it's a great platformer. you don't find this type of game often. it starts of super easy bt gets hard quickly. but I keep having lots
of fun. I hope Insane Mind Games keeps make lots of great games.. lovely made, fun little platformer. Lots of unlockable
gimmicks and stuff. Recommended!. Barely played 30 minutes , i already love it simple graphics with fun addictive gameplay .
A definite pickup well worth the price .. Driftmoon is a small little RPG with surprisingly humorous writing and some
interesting physics-based gameplay elements. I didn't expect much going in but was pleasantly surprised at how high quality the
game turned out to be.

Gameplay is mostly pretty simple with standard WASD movement from a top-down perspective and realtime autoattacking
combat with a skill hotbar. The unique element is the physics system which lets you drag many objects around, revealing hidden
objects and clearing/blocking paths. It is also utilized for some puzzles making them pretty unique among RPGs.

The real strength of Driftmoon lies in the writing which is not only high quality for an RPG but surprisingly humorous which
can be quite difficult to pull off, especially when the game has no voice acting. While the game is pretty short for an RPG, it
maintains that quality throughout. Most players should expect more than the 5.5 hours it took me as I clicked through the
dialogue pretty fast and tend to play games in a time-efficient manner (and don't forget the game lets you fast-travel between
points of interest within each area.) The game also has mod support which can add some additional playtime.

If you're looking for a quick humorous RPG, look no further. Play Driftmoon!. It's a great game that will make your friends
either frustrated or laugh hysterically. Skill-based and incredibly addicting.
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